which divide tasks into simple stages with a formally defined logic of system functioning. A transition fir ing is defined by a condition. Every step is associated with specific actions. Descriptions of the actions are performed in any language of IEC 61131 3.
The languages are simple, but sufficiently powerful tools for implementing tasks of PLC. This "sim plicity" of the languages provides a possibility of application of all existing methods of program correct ness analysis testing, theorem proving [1] and model checking [2] -for verification of PLC programs. Theorem proving is more applicable to "continuous" stability and regulation tasks of the engineering con trol theory, since an implementation of these tasks on PLC is associated with the programming of an appropriate system of formulas. Model checking is the most suitable for "discrete" tasks of a logical con trol, requiring PLCs with binary inputs and outputs. This provides a finite space of possible states of PLC programs. The most convenient for programming, specification and verification of PLC programs are ST, LD and SFC languages, since they do not cause difficulties for neither developers nor engineers and can be easily translated into languages of software tools of automatic verification.
Earlier in the article [3] , a review of methods and approaches to programming "discrete" PLC prob lems was carried out on the example of constructing PLC program for controling a code lock. Conve nience of program correctness analysis using the model checking regarding automatic verification tool Cadence SMV [8] was estimated for these approaches. Potential vulnerabilities of PLC programs and the difficulties of the program correctness analysis, arising in traditional approaches to programming, were identified.
In this article, a new approach to constructing discrete PLC programs with timers (as the essential ele ment of most PLC programs) is proposed-programming by specification and verification. This approach to programming PLC provides a possibility of PLC program correctness analysis by the model checking method. For the specification of the program behavior, we use the linear time temporal logic LTL. Programming is carried out in ST language according to an LTL specification. Discrete modeling of a timer is carried out. A new approach to PLC programming is shown by an example.
The further aim is to build software tools for modeling, specification, construction and verification of PLC programs.
MODEL CHECKING
Model checking is a process of checking whether a given model meets a given specification. A Kripke structure is used to represent the program behavior. Typically, the specification contains safety require ments. A temporal logic formula express the program property.
A Kripke Structure on a set of atomic propositions P is a transition system = (S, s 0 , →, L), with a non empty set of states S, an initial state s 0 ∈ S, a transition relation → ⊆ S × S which is defined for all s ∈ S, and a function L : S × 2 P labeling every state by a subset of atomic propositions. The Kripke structure rep resents the program behaviour.
A Path of the Kripke structure from the state s 0 is an infinite consequence of states π = s 0 s 1 s 2 … where ∀i ≥ 0 s i → s i + 1 . For a path π = s 0 s 1 s 2 … s i s i + 1 s i + 2 … we have π i = s i s i + 1 s i + 2 … and π(i) = s i . The linear time temporal logic language is considered as a specification language. PLC is a classic reactive control system, which once run, must always have a correct infinite behavior. LTL formulas allow to represent this behavior.
The syntax of the LTL formula is given by the following grammar: ϕ, ψ ::
An LTL formula represents a property of a path in the Kripke structure, which descends from an emphasized current state. The temporal operators X, F, G and U are interpreted as follows: Xϕ means that ϕ must hold at the next state, ψUϕ means that ϕ holds at the current or a future state, and ψ must hold up until this point, Fϕ means that ϕ must hold at some future state, Gϕ means that ϕ must hold at the current state and all future states. Operators F and G are derived and introduced for the convenience of specifica tion: Fϕ = trueUϕ, Gϕ = ¬F¬ϕ. In addition, classical logical operators ∨ and ⇒ will be used further:
Formally, the satisfiability relation |= of LTL formula ϕ for some path π of a Kripke structure S on P is defined by induction:
The Kripke structure satisfies an LTL formula (property) ϕ, if ϕ holds true for all paths, starting from the initial state s 0 .
A PLC PROGRAM MODEL
The Kripke model for a PLC program can be naturally built. Any PLC program is executed from left to right and from top to bottom. Values of outputs and auxiliary variables on current working cycle are formed by (1) values of variables on previous working cycle, (2) input values, (3) values of variables placed above. Therefore, for a state of the model we take a vector of values of all program variables, which can be divided into two parts. The first part is a value vector of inputs at the moment of the beginning of a new PLC working cycle. The second part is a value vector of outputs and internal variables after passing a com plete working cycle (on the inputs from the first part). In other words, the state of the model is a state of a PLC program after the complete passing of a working cycle. Thus, a transition from one state to another depends on the previous values of the outputs and internal variables of the first state and the new values of the second state inputs. For each state, the degree of the transition relation branching is determined by the number of all possible combinations of PLC input signals.
Notice, that the model differs from the PLC program by discrete representation of timers (see the next section), that is abstracted from real time. If there are no timers in the program, the behavior of the model coincides with the program behavior.
Atomic propositions of the model are logical expressions on PLC program variables with using arith metic and relational operators.
DISCRETE MODELING OF A TIMER
We consider an example of discrete modeling of TON timer. A timer with switching delay TON(IN, PT, Q, ET) is a functional block with inputs IN and PT of type BOOL and TIME, and ouputs Q and ET of type BOOL and TIME. The timer starts when the signal IN changes from 0 to 1 and remains active as long as IN = 1. After PT seconds the timer sets the signal Q = 1 (and before, up to this point, Q = 0) and holds it active. The variable ET stores elapsed time. If the input IN = 0, the timer is reset to its initial state (the timer becomes inactive). An interface of TON timer is represented in Fig. 1 left.
We have no information about time of PLC working cycle. Therefore, we disengage ourselves from the real time value. It is assumed, that TON timer has three states: (1) Notice, when calling the timer infinitely often, it can not stay in the second state infinitely long. Oth erwise, it means, that an active timer will never trigger. It is not correspond to the real TON timer behavior. In this case, it is necessary to restrict a timer model.
In the proposed timer model an infinite transition sequence of the state machine is considered "fair", if this sequence passes through states 1 or 3 infinitely often. These states are highlighted in Fig 
PROGRAMMING CONCEPT
A purpose of the article is to describe an approach to programming PLC, which would provide a pos sibility of PLC program correctness analysis by the model checking method. We will proceed from con venience and simplicity of using the model checking method. It requires holding two following conditions. Condition 1. The value of each variable must not change more than once per one full execution of the program while passing the PLC working cycle.
Condition 2. The value of each variable must change at only one place in the program in some operation block without nestings.
These conditions allow to set the dependance of a new variable value from values of variables on the previous working cycle and the values already calculated on the current working cycle. The condition of changing a value in only one place in the program eases debugging. It gives a simple evaluation of the pro gram text volume and readiness.
It is obvious that one passing of the working cycle increases, decreases or does not change the value of any variable. We will change the variable value only when it is really necessary, i. e. we will forbid an access to the variable by assigning if conditions of mandatory changing of its value do not hold. In this approach, the requirements of changing the value of a certain variable V after one pass of the PLC working cycle are represented by the following LTL temporal logics formulas.
The following LTL formula is used for describing situations leading to an increase of the variable value V
This formula means that whenever a new value of variable V is larger than its previous value, recorded in the variable -V, it follows that the previous value of variable V satisfies the condition OldValCond, a con dition of the external action FiringCond is accomplished, and the new value of variable V is the value of the expression NewValExpr.
The leading underscore symbol "_" in the denotation of the variable -V is taken as a pseudo operator allowing to refer to the previous state value of a variable V. This pseudo operator can be used only under the scope of the temporal operator X. The point of pseudo operator "_" can be demonstrated, for exam ple, with the fact, that the temporal formula X( -V = Const) is equal to the simple formula V = Const, where Const-a constant.
The conditions FiringCond and OldValCond are logical expressions on program variables and constants, which are constructed by using comparison operators, logical and arithmetic operators and the pseudo operator "_". By definition, the pseudo operator can be only applied to variables. The expression Firing Cond describes situations, when changing the value of the variable V is needed (if it is allowed by the con dition OldValCond).
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The expression NewValExpr is built by using variables and constants, comparison, logical and arith metic operators and the pseudo operator "_".
The situations that lead to a decrease of the variable V value are described similarly:
As an example, consider specification of the variable Ctr from the program "Code lock", which will be further considered. The variable Ctr is a counter with values from 0 to 3. When signals are PB = 1 and K1 = 1 (it means correct pressing of K1 button), the counter value must set to 1. When signals are PB = 1 and K1 =0 (correct pressing of a button other than K1), the counter value Ctr must increase (if the previous value was less than 3) or set to 0 (if the previous value was 3). If an electromagnet is off (signal -EM = 0), the counter value is set to 0.
Temporal formulas of form (1) and (1') describe a desired behavior of an integer variable. A more sim ple LTL formula is proposed to be uses in case of a logical (binary) data type variable. The following for mula describes situations which increase the value of a binary variable V:
Consider a specification of the boolean variable EM from the "Code lock" program as an example. This variable is responsible for turning on and off the electromagnet, that holds a door closed. The elec tromagnet turns off (signal EM = 0), if the right code sequence (Z1 = 1, Z3 = 1 and Z5 = 1) is typed or the button "Open" is pressed. The electromagnet turns on again EM = 0 after some time when the timer trig gers ( -Tmr.Q = 1).
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Here FiringCond = -Tmr.Q and FiringCond' = (Z1 ∧ Z3 ∧ Z5 ∨ Opn).
Consider a special case of the specification form (1) and (1'), where for V we have FiringCond = FiringCond' = 1, NewValExpr = NewValExpr', OldValCond = ( -V < NewValExpr) and OldValCond' = ( -V > NewValExpr):
This specification can be replaced by the following LTL formula
The variable V will be called a register variable, if it has specification of forms (1), (1′), (2) and (2′). If V is constructed by specification of form (3), it is called function variable. In the special case of specifica tion (3) , where the expression NewValExpr does not contain the leading underscore pseudo operator "_", the variable V is called substitution variable.
An example of a function variable is the boolean variable PB of the "Code lock" program. The variable PB is true, when one button on the panel was correctly pressed, the electromagnet was on and the button "Open" is not pressed.
The examples of a substitution variable are Skp (tracks simultaneous pressing of some code buttons) and Alm (a signal sounds when button is pressed):
It is important to note that each LTL formula template is constructive, i.e. the program can be easily build from specification that would correspond to temporal properties expressed by these formulas. Thus, we can say that the PLC programming is reduced to building a behavior specification of each program variable, which is output or an auxiliary internal variable. The process (stage) of writing a program code is completed, when specification for each such variable is created. Note, that the quantity and meaning of output variables are defined by a PLC and a problem formulation. Also, the problem formulation defines presence of timers in a program. Auxiliary variables are introduced as required. They are dictated by the necessity of expressing program properties.
Such an approach to the PLC programming solves the specification completeness problem. In this case, the program specification is divided into two parts: (1) the specification of behaviour of all program variables (except inputs), (2) the specification of common program properties. The second part of speci fication affects the quantity and meaning of internal auxiliary PLC program variables.
In specifications, it is important to take into consideration the order of temporal formulas describing the variables behavior. A variable without the pseudo operator "_" may be involved in the specification of another variable behavior only if the specification of its behavior is already completed and is in the text above.
If necessary, we will use the keyword "Init" for indicating a variable initial value. For example, Init(V) = 1 means that the variable V is initially set to 1. If the initial value of some variable is not explicitly defined, it is assumed that this value is zero. 
KUZMIN, SOKOLOV ELSIF _Ctr > = 2 AND _Ctr <= 3 AND PB AND K1 THEN Ctr : = 1; ELSIF _Ctr >= 1 AND _Ctr <= 3 AND NOT _EM THEN Ctr := 0; END_IF. Note, that the behavior of the obtained program will completely satisfy LTL formulas of the specifica tion.
For LTL formula of the boolean variable V behavior in the forms V+ (2) and V-(2') V+: 
It is important to note, that after processing a variable, which is a timer input, it is necessary to call a timer function block. This provides a correct timer execution with the adjusted input.
In the "Code lock" program the timer works as follows. A specification of timer input Tmr.In is Tmr.In: G X(Tmr.In = ¬EM).
ST code is built with adding a call of timer funtion block Tmr() Tmr.In := NOT EM; (*Tmr.In *) Tmr(). (*call of timer*) Each program variable must be defined in the description section (local or global) and initialized according to the specification. Note that, for example, in CoDeSys [7] all variables are initialized to zero by default.
In addition, we must implement the idea of the pseudo operator "_". To do this, in the end of the pro gram an area for a pseudo operator section is allocated. In this area, an assignment _V := V is added after the description of the behavior of all specification variables. The assignment is added for each variable V, to the last value of which is addressed as _V. It is also necessary to define the variable _V in the description section with the same initialization as for the variable V.
Note that the approach to programming by specification, which describes the reason of changing each program variable value, looks very natural and reasonable, because a PLC output signal is the control sig nal, and changing the value of this control signal usually carries an additional meaning. For example, it is important to understand why an engine or some lamp must be turned on/off. Therefore, it seems quite obvious that every variable must be accompanied by two properties, one for each direction changing. It is assumed that if change conditions are not made, the variable remains at its previous state.
6. ELECTROMAGNETIC CODE LOCK Consider a door with an electromagnet code lock (Fig. 2) . Initially, the door is closed and is held by the electromagnet. Pressing (and releasing) buttons "1", "3" and "5" sequentially is needed to open the door.
Pressing some buttons simultaneously does not count. Besides, the button panel is inactive, if the magnet turns off or the inner button "Open" is pressed.
For protection from bruteforce pressing of each button, it is accompanied by turning sound signal and lamp "Ring." If the right sequence of buttons is pressed, the electromagnet turns off for 5 seconds and the door can be opened. The electromagnet can be turned off also by pressing the button "Open." Turning off the magnet resets the sequence of pressed buttons.
The task is to construct a PLC program (with 10 inputs and 2 outputs) for controling the code lock. A PLC interface is represented on Fig. 3 .
Global variables of PLC program are defined by a PLC interface. Auxiliary internal variables are usu ally needed to express common program properties, taken from the problem statement and the necessity of the algorithm implementation. It is important to note that the description of some internal variables and timers directly follows from the problem statement.
LTL specification of the problem "Electromagnetic code lock" is given below. Properties for the vari able EM are common. They describe situations, leading to turning on and off the electromagnet. The property EM+ demands turning on only by a triggering timer. Turning off (property EM-) occurs when KUZMIN, SOKOLOV the "Open" button was pressed or the right sequence of code buttons (first K1, second K3 and third K5) was pressed.
The symbols "&", "|", "~" and " >" mean the logical "and", "or", "not" and implication respectively. 
